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******************************************************************************************** News Letter (English Version) ******************************************************************************************** Introduction: Here is the 2nd news letter for 2005. Opposed to the previous Newsletters, the translation pages have been moved to the back of the newsletter. So the information is still there if you need it. Secondly I have added two new chapters as the last newsletter looked a bit like the one I send out before. One of the chapters I will use to explain some rules that are present in the BIG. The second new chapter I’m asking input from YOU ! This chapter will contain one or more, depending on the input I receive, BIGs that will be described in more detail. You can take any BIG where you have fond memories of, or where you want to inform fellow members on useful tips or extra information. For this newsletter I have chosen one BIG myself as an example. Chapters of this newsletter 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.



BIG news BIG Rules ! About a BIG. Rendezvous New ideas: Translation links Conclusion.



******************************************************************************************** 1. BIG news: In case you haven’t noticed, our president has added a few pages to the BIG webpages. You can find these pages when you click on the links that can be found on the homepage of the BIG on the righthand side. But here is a short description of the new pages and the direct link.: News 2005: Containing news from the BIG of course The BIGs of the week: Containing information on certain summits that are in our list of 1.000. 2. BIG Rules !: Of course BIG rules ! But that’s not what this new chapter is about. It’s a new chapter that I have added as I have noticed myself that there are some rules within the BIG that I didn’t know of. Of course you can find them on our webpages too. But, I’ll take one rule at the time to inform you about the existence and what it means to you. The first rule is: “Amongst a listing of 1.000 ascents, each member will declare, by honour, to have ridden by bicycle the summits he has underlined (with the date of success), never mind the side chosen.” From this rule I want to highlight that it’s the summit that counts and not the side that has been used to get to the summit. Now many of you might know this rule but the reason I bring it up again is that there are summit’s in the Passacoll (BIGs listing of 100 summit’s) that have sides that are not listed in the Passacol. Lets’ take BIG number 16, Trollstigen in Norway as an example. This BIG has only one side in the Passacol !! In this case, the side that is in the Passacol is called: Trollstigen. This is also the



name of the actual summit. But in fact there is a second approach. Last year I cycled up to the top of Trollstigen but by accident I approaced it from a side that is not in the Passacol. Hence I initially though I could not claim it. But when I apply the rule then I am allowed to claim it. As the side from which Trollstige is approached doesn’t matter. Now I’m still not too happy with the claim as this is the easy side and the other side is more steep/beautiful/spectacular as the road has a number of hairpins and crosses a waterfall even ! But the BIG does allow me to claim it.



Due to my idea to include a chapter on the BIG rules, the BIG rules have been checked and revised. For the moment only the English and French rules but the other laguages will soon follow. Here are links to the new BIG rules: Regle Rules 3. About a BIG: In this chapter I’ll address one or more BIGs in a bit more detail. For this newsletter I have chosen the Grand Ballon and I hope to be able to provide some additional informa-tion on this BIG. The Grand Ballon is BIG number 223 in our Passacol and lies in the Vosges region in the northeast part of France near to the German border. As I already mentioned in the “Rules” chapter, I approached this BIG via a side that is not in the Passacol. The main reason for this is that when I was looking for cycling routes in the Vosges I came across a story about the Col du Platzerwasel. Here’s a translation of the Dutch text that I found on Internet with some comments of me in brackets: “From the center of Munster take a left turn in the direction of Muhlbach via the D10. The road goes up by 2 to 3%. Just after Sondernach, the D10 will become the D4 and then the climb to the Col du Platzerwasel starts. A Dutch cyclist has proposed this climb as a climb as a time trial climb and his time is 25 minutes and 40 seconds. The climb is 7.1 km long and on average 8,5%. It’s a nice but difficult climb, maybe one of the most difficult ones in the Vosges (when I read this part, I knew I had to take this col !!). The climb leads you through a densed forrest with lot’s of shade. There are three parts in the climb that are not so steep and where one can accelerate. If you take the average of 8.5% on the entire climb, then this implies that the rest of the climb is 10% or more (there are indeed traffic signs indicating the 10%).” But let’s not forget the Grand Ballon as that is the BIG you can claim. When the top of the col du Platzerwasel has been reached, then there is relatively flat road, the D27, that can be followed to Le Markstein. From there the signs can be followed to the top of the Grand Ballon. It’s amazing how long this relatively flat part lasts, I guess more then 10 kilometers. It’s only in the last kilometer or so that one has to climb the last 153 altimeters. So you can imagine that this last part is quite tough again. The road does not take you to the real top of the Grand Ballon. But you can park your bicycle near the restaurant and walk up to the top. On the top there is a building with a big dome that protects radar equipment. You can go up to the dome and walk around it enjoying the view to Germany and France. You can clearly see from the top the flat country towards Mullhouse and Colmar. There must be some nice and steep climbs form that side up to the Grand Ballon too (Cernay / Soultz) I guess.



Well, as you see it’s not a very long story and I hope some of you do want to share the wealth of information we all together have on BIG climbs with your fellow members.



4. Rendezvous: Here are the members who, presently, have subscribed to take part in our rendezvous at StUrsanne. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19.



Daniel Gobert Marc Desender José Bruffaerts Jules Dejace Jean-Luc Matté Christian Le Corre Coen Schillemans Karl Brenner Claudia Sommer Axel Jansen Luc Oteman Albert Arts Guy Van den Kieboom Jean-Louis Smout Jean-Pierre Adam Wim Van Els Juris Martins Maria Silina ( non-cycliste) Luc Willem.



5. New ideas: A few ideas for the changes in the future according to the mediatic criteria: • • •



At Milan San Remo, the Cipressa will be deleted in the future, since 2006, and a new steepest climb in the back country called the Pompeïana will take the place. At Liege-Bastogne-Liege, since 2005,the climb called Sart-Tilman will be deleted. A new one, called the "Roche aux Faucons" will take the place with some places at 10% in Embourg. At Paris-Roubaix, since 2005, new cobbled climb at the km135,first climbing cobbled street of this classic race : the "Pavé du Buat ".



6. Translation Links: This Newsletter from the BIG is only in English or French. You can translate it to your own language through automatic translators like: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=en.



Cette Newsletter du BIG est en Anglais ou Français seulement. Vous pouvez traduire ce Bulletin dans votre langue d'origine via des traducteurs automatiques comme: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=fr. Deze Newsletter van de BIG is enkel in het Engels en Frans. Je kant deze Nieuwsbrief vertalen met een vertaal functie op Internet zoals: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=en. Diese Newsletter ist nur in Engels oder Frans. Das ist möglich zu übersetzen diese Newsletter in Deutsch durch Automatieke Übersetzung wie: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=de. Questo Newsletter è solamente in Inglese o in Francese. E posibile a tradurre questo Newsletter in italiano con uno traduttore automatico come: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=it. Este Newsletter està únicamente en inglès o en francès. Está posibles traducir este Newsletteral español con un traducción automatico como: http://www.google.com/language_tools?hl=es. 7. Conclusion: I hope you have enjoyed the new chapters. Feel free to inform me if you have other ideas for the newsletter. And I hope the “About a BIG” chapter has inspired you to hand in your own story. I think it will be the best if the newsletter is written by BIG members for BIG members !! Best regards, Helmuth Dekkers.
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